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Introduction:
Significance of M. Ruber:
Meiothermus Ruber received its current name in 1996 when transferred from the genus Thermus

into the then novel genus Meiothermus by Nobre et al. (1996). Currently, there are eight species
placed in the genus Meiothermus (Euzéby 2007). The genus name derives from the Greek words
‘meion’ and ‘thermos’ meaning ‘lesser’ and ‘hot’ to indicate an organism in a less hot place
(Nobre et al 1996, Euzéby 2007). The species epithet derives from the Latin word ‘ruber’
meaning red, to indicate the red cell pigmentation (Loginova, Egorova 1984, Euzéby 2007).
Members of the genus Meiothermus were isolated from natural hot springs and artificial thermal
environments (Nobre et al 1996) in Russia (Loginova, Egorova 1984), Central France
(Albuquerque et al, 2007), both Northern and Central Portugal (Tenreiro et al 1995, Pires et al
2005), North-Eastern China (Zhang et al, 2010), Northern Taiwan (Chen et al, 2002) and Iceland
(Chung et al, 1997) Interestingly, the genus Meiothermus is heterogeneous with respect to
pigmentation. The yellow pigmented species also form a distinct group on the basis of the 16S
rRNA gene sequence similarity, with the red/orange pigmented strains forming two groups, one
comprising M. silvanus and the other the remaining species (Pires et al 2005, Zhang et al, 2010).
The annotation of these organisms’ genes can lead to further understanding and functionality of
these proteins, and can potentially uncover interesting discoveries whether they be medical or
industrially advantageous. For example if an understudied bacterial species could produce lipids
at a significantly increased rate due to not containing certain proteins, then it could potentially be
studied as a potential bio-lipid-synthetic production medium, discoveries like these are only
made when we investigate more of these understudied organisms. Due to M. Rubers resilience to
heat perhaps a method of ensuring cell health in high heat environments could be developed.
Through the use of E. coli as a control, we can compare these understudied genes in M. Ruber to
the very well-known and understood proteins in E. coli.

Significance of Glycerolipids:
Glycerolipids serve an array of significant roles in biological organisms they primarily through
the degradation and synthesis of energy storage related substrates they accomplish this primarily
through being an intermediary step in the synthesis of Triacylglycerol. Triglycerides are the main
constituents of body fat in humans and other animals, as well as vegetable fat.(Nelson et al,
2000) They are also present in the blood to enable the bidirectional transference of adipose fat
and blood glucose from the liver, and are a major component of human skin oils. (Lampe et al

1983) Further more they can feed into the Glycolytic pathway for energy purposes; this is
accomplished by mrub_2759 which synthesizes 2-Phospho-D-glycerate which can directly go
through to the glycolytic pathway, furthermore it is also related to Glycerophospholipid
metabolism and fatty acid synthesis/degradation as seen in figure 1 below. (Kanehisa et al, 2000)
Therefor the identification of orthologs in M. Ruber is vital in understanding how this organism
processes these energy related proteins.

Figure 1: Lipoglycerol metabolism, courtesy of the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database at
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html

Bioinformatic Database and Tools: Bioinformatics has become a crucial tool in modern
biological research. In experimental molecular biology, bioinformatics allows for the analysis
and comparison of large sets of raw data into useful results. In the field of genetics and
genomics, it aids in sequencing and annotating genomes and their observed mutations. It plays a
role in the text mining of biological literature and the development of biological and gene
ontologies to organize and query biological data. It also plays a role in the analysis of gene and
protein expression and regulation. Bioinformatics tools aid in the comparison of genetic and
genomic data and more generally in the understanding of evolutionary aspects of molecular
biology. At a more integrative level, it helps analyze and catalogue the biological pathways and
networks that are an important part of systems biology. In structural biology, it aids in the
simulation and modeling of DNA. (Sim et al, 2012) (Dawson et al, 2016) (Kmiecik et al, 2016)
(Wong, 2016)
Significance of E.coli:
Because of their comparative simplicity, prokaryotic cells (bacteria) are ideal models for
studying many fundamental aspects of biochemistry and molecular biology. The most thoroughly
studied species of bacteria is E. coli, which has long been the favored organism for investigation
of the basic mechanisms of molecular genetics. Most of our present concepts of molecular
biology—including our understanding of DNA replication, the genetic code, gene expression,
and protein synthesis—derive from studies of this humble bacterium. (Cooper 2000) Because
this organism’s full genome has been sequenced and because it is so well understood we will use
it as a control, and fill in the gaps and make comparisons from our less studied M. Ruber
organism.
Goal:
The aim of this experiment is to form an annotation and identification of several glycerolipid
metabolic related ortholog Genes; Mrub_0437, Mrub_1813 and Mrub_2759 in the organism
Meithermus Ruber and their predicted respective orthologs b3926, b4042 and BO514 Found In
E.coli. This will be accomplished by comparing data that we collected from several
bioinformatics websites and comparing it to the well-studied E. Coli strain as a control.
Methods:

We began by Identifying the top two hits related to the E. coli and M. ruber genes. In
Module 2, a BLASTp using the amino acid sequence of each E. coli and M. ruber gene
in their respective systems was preformed, assuming these sequences have the
correct start codon. For the E. coli BLASTp, it is recommended that you "exclude" E.
coli genes from the BLASTp output, because there are so many in the NCBI
database. The top two hits for the E. coli or M. ruber genomes were recorded, as
explained in the module.
In module 7: Duplication & Deletion the goal was to determine if there are paralogs
of the M. ruber genes in the genome this step was done early to have an estimate of
the amount of annotations that would need to be done before beginning the process

to assess time management. Multiple genes in the genome could produce confusing
results in future modules if not identified in advance. Use the KEGG map to identify if
duplicate genes are present in the genome; duplicate genes will be revealed as two
or more locus tags for an enzyme/protein on a KEGG map. In Dr. Scott's class, all
paralogs must be annotated along with the original set of genes. If paralogs are
identified that show high sequence homology to the original gene, then these genes
will also need to be annotated, several of our genes had paralogs on the KEGG path
way but when blasted no results were found.
We then followed GENI-ACT protocol to collect bioinformatics data on the genes in E.
coli and M. ruber, which includes Module 2/Sequence Similarity (CDD), Module
3/Cellular Localization, Module 5/Functional Similarity, Module 6/Metabolic
Pathways, and the Gene Context section of Module 8/Horizontal Gene Transfer. The
methods on how to use the various bioinformatics programs are included in the
GENI-ACT modules. The next step was then to compare the annotation pages of
both organisms to determine if they are actually orthologs. To determine if
horizontal gene transfer occurred Module. Modified instructions were given by the
primary investigator through the use of Phylogeny.fr, The resulting phylogentic tree
to remove the branch numbers and use the "cladogram" format. Upload image into
Module 8. Follow the GENI-ACT instructions for the Gene Context and Heat Map
(%GC map). Upload the indicated information.
Overview of the different bioinformatics tools used in GENI-ACT
Module 1: Involves transferring sequence information from the Gene Details page
into the lab notebook. Module 2: Involves comparing the amino acid sequence of the
gene to proteins in a variety of databases to determine how similar they are. These
comparisons will include identifying protein domain(s) within the protein, predicting
possible active sites within the protein, and assigning the protein to a particular
functional group called a COG. Module 3: Involves identifying signal peptides on the
protein and predicting the location of the functional protein. It is not uncommon to
get conflicting information between the various programs in this module. It was
recommended that we research the literature prior to beginning module 3 as it gives
a good reference on to where the protein should be located. look in the published
literature to see where the protein is localized in the model organism, we then
performed Module 3 to confirm the published work. Module 4 determines if the
correct start codon was identified for the gene. This is probably a module that should
be done prior to the other modules. Module 5 involves identifying orthologous
proteins, protein family and domain(s) of the protein. This is a critical module for our

study, especially the Pfam and PDB databases. These are highly curated databases
and a hit is very meaningful.
Module 6 involves putting the protein into the context of its metabolic
pathway. Module 7 involves identifying if the gene has paralogs (duplicate genes in
the M. ruber genome). Module 8 analyzes the phylogenetic history of the protein to
determine if a gene was acquired by horizontal/lateral gene transfer, which includes
creating a phylogenetic tree, analyzing the chromosome region for a potential
operon and analyzing the chromosome region for %GC content. Studying the
presence of a potential operon will take two approaches. First, compare the
chromosome region between E. coli and M. ruber ("color by KEGG") to see if the GOI
has the same adjacent genes in the two organisms. It is especially relevant if those
flanking genes are in the same KEGG pathway. Second, follow the instructions in the
GENI-ACT site to compare the gene context of M. ruber to other organisms. Bacterial
chromosomes have undergone a high level of reorganization. If the gene order is
maintained, even between related organisms, then this is highly suggestive of a
coordinately expressed transcription unit (i.e., operon). The the same Gene Context
box to upload two different sets of data (E. coli vs M. ruber chromosome region
and M. ruber vs other orthologs). (The methods sections has its own citation page)

Results:
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As seen by the data summarized above we can conclude that these organisms are definitely
orthologues. Most conclusively is that they are localized in the same location, code for the same
protein match the same Tigrfam and Cog indicating similar functions. The low E values are very
conclusive in making these assumptions. One thing to note was that the PDB top hit for both
genes was different but both these PDBs coded for phosphate kinase domains so it is not a source
of refuting evidence. Lastly due to both having accurate GC %’s we can confirm that the gene
did not come to be as a result of HGT.
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As seen by the data summarized above we can conclude that these organisms are definitely
orthologues. Most conclusively is that they are localized in the cytoplasmic membrane and
contain 3 helixes, confirmation of similar translation of the same protein cab be seen by the
matching Cogs indicating similar functions. The low E values are very conclusive in making
these assumptions. One thing to note was that the PDB top hit for both genes was different but
both these PDBs coded for diacylglycerol phosphate kinase domains so it is not a source of
refuting evidence. Lastly due to both having accurate GC %’s we can confirm that the gene did
not come to be as a result of HGT. One thing to note is that no TIGRFAM hits were found but
the PFAM is substantial enough in its confirmation of function.
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As seen by the data summarized above we can conclude that these organisms are definitely
orthologues as they have an e value of 0 when blasted against each other. Furthermore is that
they are localized in the cytoplasm, but what is interesting is that there is a high degree of nonpolar residues observed early in the sequence that almost lead to a false positive membrane helix
conclusion, this is potential an avenue for further research into the structure/function of the

protein. The matching Cogs indicating similar functions. One thing to note was that the PDB top
hit for both genes was different but both these PDBs coded for glycerate kinase domains so it is
not a source of refuting evidence. Lastly due to both having accurate GC %’s we can confirm
that the gene did not come to be as a result of HGT. One thing to note is that no TIGRFAM hits
were found and the Pfam of ruber only came up with an unknown domain, therefor there is a
source of refuting evidence, but due to the homology of the sequence and the PDB hits it is still
fair to assume that these are orthologues.
As seen by the respective keg maps in the image below all the E.C values are hits on both
organism’s pathways indicating that both have a similar biochemical pathway, and that both

CONCLUSION: In conclusion through the use of bioinformatics tools like BLAST we have confirmed the
presence of 3 pairs of glycolipid metabolizing ortholog genes, due to the low e values and respective
PDB hits and for cases when PFAM and TIGR supported these conclusions (not always). Furthermore,
due to background research and confirmation through bioinformatics tools such as TMH, SignalP, LipoP,
and PSORT-B we have analyzed the location of these proteins without needing to step into the lab, this
really demonstrates just how resourceful and cost effective these free bioinformatics databases are.
Potential follow up avenues of research can be done on conserved residues as they are potential active
sites that could shed a light on the functionality of these proteins a little better, also due to allow of
these genes being present on homologous orthologue neighborhoods analysis of their operons could be
of interest. This project could not have been accomplished without these essential bioinformatics tools
that are essential to resourceful and accurate research.
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